Numerical modelling of transient cyclic vertical loading of suction caissons in sand
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This paper presents numerical investigations of the monotonic and cyclic behaviours of suction caissons upon vertical transient loading. Both drained and partially drained conditions are investigated. Monotonic compression and traction simulations are carried out to qualitatively compare results with the literature and validate the model. They highlight the different modes of reaction of the caisson to both compression and traction loading. A sensitivity analysis points out the strong influence of some parameters on the resistance of the caisson but also on the failure mechanism. The transient behaviour of the caisson upon different kinds of cyclic load signals is analysed. Results reproduce the settlement and pore water pressure accumulations observed during experiments. The influence of the key design parameters on the settlement accumulation is also assessed. Finally a cyclic diagram is proposed to describe the evolution of the final settlement upon different magnitudes of loading.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the demand for renewable energy in the European Union (EU) is strongly increasing following the EU climate and energy package targets for 2020. The final compromise plans

(a) 20% reduction of EU greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels
(b) 20% of the EU energy consumption produced from renewable resources
(c) 20% improvement in the EU’s energy efficiency.

In this context, offshore power plants represent an attractive eco-friendly source of electric power. The total capacity of wind turbines across the EU was 5 GW at the end of 2012, mainly in the UK, but is expected to reach 40 GW by 2020 and 150 GW by 2030 (Corbetta et al., 2014). Foundation design is a crucial issue to ensure the economic viability of offshore power plant projects. Indeed their costs may represent up to a third of the total cost (Byrne & Houlsby, 2003; Senders, 2008). Moreover, wind farms are built further away from the coast and in deeper waters, increasing technical challenges for designers. Additional environmental constraints, such as noise emissions in the case of pile driving, could also be added to the technical requirements (Thielen et al., 2014). Therefore, there is a real need for innovative foundation techniques and design procedures.

Among different types of foundations, suction caissons, also termed bucket foundations or suction anchors, should be highlighted (Iskander et al., 2002; Houlsby et al., 2005a). They consist of a hollow cylinder open towards the bottom. Their top (the lid) can be a stiffer plate or a dome (Tran, 2005). The idea of a suction anchor is not new and arose in the 1960s (Goodman et al., 1961) to replace inefficient weight anchors. They were mainly used as temporary anchorages (Sempere & Auvergne, 1982). The first structures employing the system as permanent foundations in clay or sand were built in the early 1990s (Tjelta et al., 1990).

Installation of suction caissons is straightforward and does not require heavy equipment (Houlsby & Byrne, 2005). Initially the caisson penetrates the seabed under its own weight. Water trapped inside is allowed to escape through an opening. It is pumped out afterwards, creating a differential of fluid pressure between inside and outside, as shown in Fig. 1. This differential of pressure digs the caisson into the soil. The created seepage flow reduces the penetration resistance at the tip and along the inner skirt, facilitating the installation (Senders & Randolph, 2009).

The suction caisson concept covers distinct realities of geometries, soil conditions and behaviours. If the superstructure is a monopod—that is, there is a single foundation for a wind turbine—the main loading is a combination of overturning moment, horizontal and vertical loads (Byrne & Houlsby, 2004; Achmus et al., 2013). If the superstructure is a multipod—that is, the wind turbine is supported by several foundations—the overturning moment is mainly transformed into a push–pull loading of the suction caissons (Senders & Randolph, 2009).

Structures for offshore wind turbines are light but subjected to a large overturning moment. Therefore, the behaviour of the caisson under a large extraction load is one of the main issues (Houlsby et al., 2005b; Guzman et al., 2013). Interfaces play a crucial role in the mobilisation of the caisson’s resistance (Achmus et al., 2013; Kourkoulis et al., 2014). Moreover it is proven that under a large traction load, a suction effect similar to the installation process balances the loading. However, this effect is purely transient and depends on many parameters such as permeability, geometry of the caisson, rate of loading, and so on. The question of whether this behaviour should be taken into account or not in the design is still open.

The cyclic nature of the loading complicates the problem, since the behaviour of sand in this case is quite complex. It is widely studied in the fields of earthquake (Alarcon-Guzman et al., 1988; Ishihara, 1996; Hyodo et al., 2002) and offshore geotechnics (Rahman et al., 1977). The main outcome is the pore water pressure (PWP) and settlement accumulations
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with increasing number of cycles. This general behaviour is also observed for suction caissons experimentally (Byrne & Houlsby, 2004; Kelly et al., 2006a, 2006b; Zhu et al., 2013) and numerically (Cerfontaine et al., 2014, 2015a). Therefore, the modelling of this sand behaviour requires specific constitutive laws.

This paper presents numerical drained and partially drained simulations of monotonic and cyclic loadings of a suction caisson embedded in dense sand upon vertical loading. Comparisons with experiments are mainly qualitative due to the lack of published data. They refer to published papers on experiments and numerical simulations. A state of the art is provided by Thieken et al. (2014). Sensitivity analyses are carried out on main parameters. The first objective is the deep understanding of the different mechanisms of resistance of the caisson upon monotonic loading and their interactions. The second objective is to understand the cyclic behaviour of suction caissons in the light of their monotonic response. The evolution of the settlement with time is investigated in particular. Finally, a cyclic diagram is elaborated to facilitate pre-design of foundations and this highlights the influence of loading parameters. The level of cyclic loading is kept limited in order to avoid failure and merely focuses on the evolution of settlement (serviceability) rather than global resistance.

The first part of this paper describes the numerical model. Geometry, boundary conditions and elaboration of the cyclic loading signal are defined. The main two numerical tools, namely the constitutive law of the soil and an interface finite element are briefly introduced. The second part focuses on the monotonic behaviour of a suction caisson in drained or partially drained conditions and the influence of the main parameters. The last part extends the conclusions of the previous part to understand the phenomena involved in the cyclic loading of a caisson.

NUMERICAL MODEL
Geometry

A sketch of the investigated suction caisson is provided in Fig. 2. The studied behaviour is purely vertical so the mesh is axisymmetric. The cross-section of the caisson is assumed to be circular. The diameter $D$ of the caisson is equal to 7.8 m and its length $L$ is 4 m.

The caisson is made of a stiff lid (0.4 m thick), closing its upper aperture, and a more flexible skirt (0.1 m thick). The thickness to diameter ratio is equal to 1.2%, but ranges between 0.3 and 0.6% for actual geometries (Byrne & Houlsby, 2002; Kelly et al., 2006b; Tran, 2005). It is greater than for actual caissons for numerical purposes. Indeed, this avoids the use of very thin elements within the mesh of the caisson and mesh disturbances.

Boundary conditions

The lower limit of the mesh is deemed impervious, that is, it corresponds to a layer of consolidated clay under the sand layer, for example. The right and upper sides of the mesh are considered drained. They correspond, respectively, to the continuity of the sand layer and to the transition between the sand layer and the sea.

Initial stresses

The sea level is considered to be 10 m over the sand layer. It is taken into account by a vertical pressure of 100 kPa applied at the top of the soil, as represented in Fig. 3. The corresponding initial PWP is set up accordingly in the whole domain. Effective stresses are initialised within...
the soil (and the interface), due to its self-weight. The coefficient of earth pressure at rest, \( K_0 \), is assumed as equal to 1.

**Loading of the caisson**

The loading of the caisson consists of a stress-controlled signal applied at the top of the lid, as shown in Fig. 3. Monotonic loading is simply a positive (compression) or negative (traction) pressure applied uniformly at a constant rate. The cyclic loading is a more complex pressure signal and is described in the following.

**Constitutive laws**

**Elastic zones**. The elastic toe and the superficial elastic layer are assumed to have a linear behaviour. The elastic parameters of the elastic layer are equal to \((E, v) = (10 \text{ MPa, } 0·15)\). They are chosen one order of magnitude lower than elastic parameters of the elasto-plastic model. The choice of parameters for the elastic toe is described later. The caisson is made of steel and assumed to remain elastic-linear. Its parameters are equal to \((E, v) = (200 \text{ GPa, } 0·3)\).

**Prevost model**. The Prevost model (Prevost, 1985; Yang et al., 2003) is adopted because of its physically based concept. Its parameters are obtained from classical monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests. It is able to reproduce the salient features of the cyclic behaviour of cohesionless soils.

This model belongs to the multi-surface family (Dafalias & Popov, 1975; Prevost, 1977). The evolution of plastic modulus is discretised through a finite number of nested hardening surfaces \( f^i \), as shown in Fig. 4. They read

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{f}^i &= \left( s - (p' + p_c)\alpha' \right)^t \left( s - (p' + p_c)\alpha' \right) - \frac{2}{3} [ (p' + p_c)M']^2 = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \( s \) is the deviatoric part of the effective stress tensor \( \sigma' \), \( p' \) is the mean effective stress, \( p_c \) is the shift of the apex of the surfaces along the \( p \)-axis taking cohesion into account, \( \alpha \) is a back-stress tensor defining the position of the yield surface in the stress space, \( M' \) is the aperture of the surface and \( ' \) is the dot product.

The plastic component of the variation of volumetric strains \( \varepsilon_f^i \) reads

\[
\varepsilon_f^i = \lambda \left( \frac{\eta - \eta^2}{\eta^2 + \eta_1^2} \right) \text{ if } \lambda > 0
\]

where \( \eta = q(p' + p_c) \), \( q \) is the invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor and \( \lambda \) is the variation of plastic multiplier obtained through the consistency condition. Equation (2) introduces the parameter \( \eta \) corresponding to the phase transformation line (Ishihara, 1996). Such a formulation divides the \( p' - q \) plane into two zones of either contractive or dilative plastic behaviours, as shown in Fig. 5.

An evolution of the stiffness parameters with confinement is introduced, for instance the shear modulus reads

\[
G(p') = G_{ref} \left( \frac{p'}{p_{ref}} \right)^{0.5}
\]

where \( G_{ref} \) is a reference modulus and \( p_{ref} \) is a reference pressure, equal to atmospheric pressure in this case. This relation can be extended to the bulk modulus \( K' \) discretised by the nested surfaces.

A full description of the model implementation into the finite-element code LAGAMINE and calibration of parameters can be found in the thesis by Cerfontaine (2014). These parameters correspond to a very dense Lund sand (Ibsen & Jacobsen, 1996). Elastic stiffness parameters are equal to \((K_{ref}, G_{ref}) = (65, 47) \text{ MPa}\). The phase transition line slope \( \eta \) is equal to 1·15 and the cohesion shift \( p_c \) to 5 kPa.

**Interface elements**

The hydro-mechanical finite element of interface implemented in the LAGAMINE code encompasses two distinct but coupled problems, as extensively described in Cerfontaine et al. (2015b). The first one is the mechanical contact problem, involving detection of contact, shearing or sliding. The second problem deals with the water flow through and along the interface.

The interface finite elements belong to the zero-thickness family. They discretise the probable zone of contact and are activated only in this case (Goodman et al., 1968; Habraken et al., 1998). The ideal contact constraint states that

\[
g_N \geq 0, \quad p_N \geq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad p_N G_N = 0
\]
where \( p_N' \) is the effective contact pressure and \( g_N \) is the gap between both sides of the interface, as shown in Fig. 6(a). This ideal constraint establishes that contact holds if the gap is equal to zero (closed), giving rise to a normal contact pressure. Otherwise, if the gap is positive (open), there is no contact pressure. This constraint is numerically enforced by a penalty method leading to

\[
p_N' = -K_N g_N
\]

where \( K_N \) is a penalty coefficient. In this case, the gap becomes negative, that is, the contact pressure develops if there is an interpenetration of the solids. Contact is lost when the effective pressure is equal to zero. It cannot be negative in order to prevent traction of the solid skeleton of the sand.

The shear behaviour of the interface is described similarly. The ideal tangential behaviour distinguishes between stick and sliding states (Wriggers, 2006). In the former state, the shear stress is different from zero but the relative tangential displacement is null. In the second state, the stress state is bounded to \( \tau_{\text{max}} \), but there is a relative displacement. Once again, the ideal relation is regularised by a penalty method and the evolution of the shear stress \( \tau \) within the interface reads

\[
\dot{\tau} = K_T \dot{g}_T
\]

where \( \dot{g}_T \) is the variation of tangential displacement and \( K_T \) is the tangential penalty coefficient. The maximum shear stress \( \tau_{\text{max}} \) is bounded by a Coulomb criterion according to

\[
\tau_{\text{max}} = \mu p_N'
\]

where \( \mu \) is the friction coefficient of the interface.

Interfaces represent a preferential path for the fluid flow (Gens et al., 1988). In this work, both fluid flow through and along the interface are taken into account, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). A three-node discretisation of the field of pressures is adopted. It is discretised by nodes on each side of the interface and inner nodes, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Therefore, each transversal flow between one side of the interface and inside depends on the transversal drop of pressure \( \Delta p_w \) such that

\[
f_{\text{tot}} = \rho_w T_w \Delta p_w
\]

where \( \rho_w \) is the specific mass of the fluid and \( T_w \) is a transversal conductivity. The longitudinal water flow \( f_{\text{tot}} \) depends on the longitudinal gradient of water pressure \( \nabla p_w \) inside such that

\[
f_{\text{tot}} = -p_w \frac{k_1}{\mu_w} (\nabla p_w + p_w g \nabla z)
\]

where \( p_w, g \nabla z \) is the static pressure gradient, \( k_1 \) is the longitudinal permeability and \( \mu_w \) is the dynamic viscosity of water.

The first coupling between mechanical and flow problems proceeds from the definition of a total pressure \( p_N \) acting on each side of the interface according to the Terzaghi’s principle

\[
p_N = p_s + p_w
\]

Finally, the progressive opening or closure of the gap saturated with water implies the variation of the stored mass of water. Assume two plane surfaces of unit area \( A \) separated by a gap \( g_N \), the variation of the fluid mass \( M_f \) due to a variation of the gap or fluid density reads

\[
M_f = \left( \rho_w g_N + \frac{\rho_w}{\mu_w} \right) A
\]

The parameters adopted hereafter are provided in Table 1.

**MONOTONIC LOADING**

Two configurations of monotonic loading are considered: drained and partially drained. In the former, the loading rate is assumed to be very slow with respect to the PWP dissipation rate within the soil. Therefore, the PWPs remain equal to their initial value. In the second case, the PWPs generated diverge from their initial values. However, the simulation is not undrained and they are able to dissipate progressively.

A positive or negative variation of vertical load applied to the caisson is balanced by different components of reaction, described in Fig. 7. The variation of total load applied on the upper part of the lid of the caisson is termed \( \Delta F_{\text{tot}} \). The integral of the variation of PWP distribution on the lower part of the lid of the caisson is represented by \( \Delta F_{\text{int}} \). The integral of the effective contact stresses on this lower part is gathered into \( \Delta F_{\text{int}} \). The integral of the variation of shear stresses along the skirt of the caisson is denoted \( \Delta F_{\text{side}} \) inside and \( \Delta F_{\text{side}} \) outside. In the following they are depicted with respect to the displacement of the top centre of the caisson \( \Delta y \).

Stress-controlled simulations are carried out up to the local failure of a material point or to the global failure of the soil–caisson system. The post-failure behaviour of the system of foundations is not represented. Thus the maximum displacement remains limited.

---

**Table 1. Parameters of the interface**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( K_S ), N/m(^2)</th>
<th>( K_T ), N/m(^2)</th>
<th>( T_w ), (m/Pa)/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( 10^{10} )</td>
<td>( 10^{9} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Characterisation of the elastic zones

The elastic toe under the tip of the caisson has two main purposes: to avoid failure of the soil due to the very large stress concentration and to compensate for the too-large width of the caisson skirt. It was stated before that the area of the tip is overestimated by a factor between two and four with respect to the classical thickness-to-diameter ratio. Therefore, the Young’s modulus should be chosen in order to reduce the load balanced by the tip.

The reaction component sustained by the tip of the caisson is illustrated in Fig. 8 in the case of a drained compression simulation. The response of the caisson where the toe is described by the same elastoplastic model as the surrounding soil (termed Pr for Prevost model) is compared with solutions for varying Young’s moduli (E). The adopted solution should lie between the 10^6 Pa and 10^7 Pa simulations to correspond to an acceptable reduction factor. Considering a Young’s modulus equal to 5 × 10^6 Pa decreases the component of reaction by a factor of 2.5 and this is adopted in the following.

On the contrary, the variation of the elastic modulus of the elastic superficial layer hardly affects the results and is not represented here. The choice of a Young’s modulus equal to 1 × 10^7 Pa leads to the closest fit of the purely elastoplastic model.

Compression simulations

Drained configuration. Drained results upon compression load are provided in Figs 9(a) and 9(b). The simulation underlines the sequential mobilisation of the reaction components.

Initially the main part of the loading ΔF_{tot} is sustained by the shear stress along the outer interface ΔF_{out}, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The share of this component is constantly decreasing as friction is progressively mobilised over the whole outer skirt, due to an excessive relative soil-caisson displacement. Finally, the value that ΔF_{out} reaches is almost constant in Fig. 9(a). It slightly increases due to the confinement rise.

The compression load ΔF_{lid} transferred by the lid to the soil plug induces a settlement, as depicted in Fig. 10(a). The first consequence is the limited soil plug-caisson relative
displacement, since they settle together. The second consequence is the increase of the confinement inside the caisson. Therefore, the inner shear stress available along the skirt $\Delta F_{\text{in}}$ is increased.

The skirt acts as a support for the lid. At the beginning the share of the lid $\Delta F_{\text{lid}}$ is only 12% of the total load, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The increase of the tip component $\Delta F_{\text{tip}}$ is larger than the increase of the lid component. However, as friction is progressively mobilised along the skirt and the soil under the tip plastifies, the stiffness of the skirt tip decreases. Thereafter the lid share starts increasing significantly.

**Partially drained configuration.** A partially drained compression simulation is illustrated in Fig. 11. The total load is increased up to 4·3 MN at a rate of 0·4 MN/s and kept constant afterwards. Results illustrate the increased stiffness and resistance of the caisson with respect to the drained conditions, but also highlight the transient nature of this gain.

The loading compression of the suction caisson is nothing but a classical consolidation process. However, contrary to shallow foundations, the variations of PWP are ‘trapped’ inside the caisson due to its skirt, limiting their dissipation. The variation of the field of PWPs generated within the soil upon a compression load is illustrated in Fig. 12. The difference of pressure between inside the caisson and outside it is at the origin of $\Delta F_{\text{pw}}$.

![Fig. 10. Comparison of settlement of caisson and surrounding soil for $\Delta F_{\text{tot}} = 4\cdot3$ MN](image)

![Fig. 11. Partially drained compression simulation, $k = 5 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$, rate of loading 0·4 MN/s: (a) variations of global reaction components; (b) variations of global reaction components to variation of total load](image)

![Fig. 12. Variation of pore water pressure in the soil surrounding the caisson upon compression, partially drained case, $\Delta F_{\text{tot}} = 4\cdot3$ MN, $k = 5 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$, rate of loading 0·4 MN/s](image)
Similarly to the drained simulation, the share of the outer skin friction $\Delta F_{\text{out}}$ in the total resistance is continuously decreasing up to the end of the pushing phase. This component is fully mobilised and a plateau is reached (between 2 mm and 4 mm), as shown in Fig. 11(a). At the end of the pushing phase, its value is lower than in the drained simulation described in Fig. 9(a). This is due to the generation of PWP in the surrounding soil, decreasing the effective normal stresses within the soil–caisson interface. However, it increases again during the dissipation phase at constant load and recovers the drained resistance corresponding to a total load applied of 4·3 MN.

Another consequence of the PWP increase is that inner friction $\Delta F_{\text{in}}$, tip $\Delta F_{\text{tip}}$ and lid $\Delta F_{\text{lid}}$ components do not represent a significant share of the total reaction. Indeed the behaviour of the soil plug is almost undrained. The lid $\Delta F_{\text{lid}}$ and inner shear stress $\Delta F_{\text{in}}$ components tend to zero during the pushing phase. The soil plug settles almost monolithically with the caisson, as illustrated in Fig. 10(b).

At the end of the pushing phase, the PWP variations dissipate and the fluid pressure component $\Delta F_{\text{pw}}$ is progressively dispatched between shear, lid and tip components. This illustrates that the increase of resistance can only be mobilised against a transient load.

**Traction simulations**

In Fig. 13(a), the pull drained simulation illustrates that only the two components of friction, $\Delta F_{\text{tip}}$ and $\Delta F_{\text{out}}$, actively contribute to the resistance to traction. The variation of $\Delta F_{\text{tip}}$ is only due to the deconfinement of initial stresses and does not play an active role in the resistance. The contact is lost under the lid and effective traction stresses are not admissible. Therefore, the lid component $\Delta F_{\text{lid}}$ is equal to zero.

The difference of stiffness between inner and outer friction components proceeds from the uplifting movement of the soil inside the caisson. The relative soil–caisson displacement is reduced and so is the shear stress mobilisation. The outer friction is fully mobilised after an upward movement of 2·5 mm and a plateau is reached in Fig. 13(a). Therefore, the increasing load is sustained only by the mobilisation of shear stress within the inner interface. Simulation stops when it is fully mobilised and no additional load can be sustained.

The partially drained simulation depicted in Fig. 13(b) illustrates the increase of resistance obtained by considering the fluid flow surrounding the caisson. Indeed, if the loading rate of the caisson is equal to 0·4 MN/s, the total load sustained for a displacement of 1·5 mm is increased by almost 50%. This phenomenon is supported by experimental (Byrne & Houlsby, 2002; Iskander et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 2006b) and numerical (Lehane et al., 2014; Thieken et al., 2014) evidence. These papers report fluid pressure components $\Delta F_{\text{pw}}$ sustaining substantially more than 50% of the total traction load applied. The negative variations of fluid pressure increase the normal effective stress within the soil–caisson interface and then the maximum friction available. The absolute value of $\Delta F_{\text{out}}$ is slightly greater than in drained conditions.

The cavitation phenomenon is not taken into account. In fact, it could be crucial, particularly during large uplift simulations, because very negative variations of pore pressure could be encountered, as observed by Byrne & Houlsby (2002) and Kelly et al. (2006b). However, in this case study, the sea level is assumed sufficiently high to avoid such an issue, especially within the scope of limited uplift displacements.

**Influence of main parameters**

Many strongly coupled physical phenomena are involved during the loading of suction caissons. Therefore, it is not simple to relate a single phenomenon to a given parameter, because they are all intricate. This section focuses on the main parameters influencing the response of the soil–caisson system.

**Constitutive model and permeability of the soil.** Simulations carried out for three orders of magnitude of permeability and two different constitutive laws (elastic linear or Prevost model) are illustrated in Fig. 14. For a given permeability, the divergence between the results is much stronger in compression than in traction. Indeed the constitutive law affects the stiffness of the soil, influencing $\Delta F_{\text{lid}}$ and $\Delta F_{\text{tip}}$ only activated in compression. Upon traction, friction is the main component of reaction and does not directly depend on the soil model. This reduces the difference between the Prevost and elastic models. The stiffness also degrades with increasing permeability. Indeed as dissipation rate increases, the $\Delta F_{\text{pw}}$ component is less mobilised.

A traction simulation corresponding to a higher permeability equal to $k = 5 \times 10^{-11}$ m$^2$ is presented in Fig. 15. The simulation starts from a positive compression load $\Delta F_{\text{tot}}$.
Fig. 14. Influence of the model (El for elastic linear or Pr for Prevost) and the permeability (three orders of magnitude, \(k = 5 \times 10^{-11}, 5 \times 10^{-12}, \) or \(5 \times 10^{-13} \text{m}^2\)) on partially drained results, pull rate 0-4 MN/s: (a) compression simulation; (b) traction simulation

resulting from a drained compression performed up to 4-3 MN.

The behaviour of the caisson is more drained than the reference case since the permeability is higher. The PWP variation \(\Delta F_{pw}\) developed is lower. There is also a larger variation of inner shear stress \(\Delta F_{\text{int}}\).

This simulation illustrates that the evolution of the PWP within the caisson, and then \(\Delta F_{pw}\) derives from different mechanisms. At the beginning, the evolution of \(\Delta F_{pw}\) is quite flat. Its decrease corresponds to the consolidation process due to the reduction of confinement inside the caisson. The process is speeded up as friction is progressively mobilised along the outer part of the skirt.

From \(\Delta y = \pm 2 \text{ mm}\), the PWP suddenly decreases to an almost constant rate. This proceeds from the loss of contact between the lid and the soil, indicated by a null lid component \(\Delta F_{\text{lid}}\). The opening gap under the lid acts as a piston. The decreasing PWP is due to the filling of the gap.

Figure 16 presents experimental results of a large pull test on a 79% dense Baskarp cyclone sand, described in Byrne & Houlsby (2002). The evolution of the total load \(\Delta F_{\text{tot}}\) and pore pressure coefficient \(\Delta F_{pw}\) can be compared qualitatively to Fig. 15. However, this comparison must be made cautiously since the material, the loading history, the permeability of the soil and so on, are different. Moreover numerical results presented here focus only on limited displacements and only the beginning of the results, as framed in Fig. 16, are pertinent for purposes of comparison.

Both numerical and experimental results present a continuous decrease of stiffness along with the increase in pull load. This reduction of the stiffness on the traction part is also observed in Kelly et al. (2006b). All components of reaction except \(\Delta F_{pw}\) actually reach a bounded final value, as shown in Fig. 15; that is, there is no hardening or only slight hardening.

Furthermore, the shapes of the \(\Delta F_{pw}\) components are quite similar in both numerical and experimental results. The experimental results also present first a relatively flat evolution, followed by a stronger rate of decrease. Despite the final displacement of the numerical simulation being limited, it shows a tendency towards the strongly decreasing PWP, as observed in the experimental results.

**Loading rate.** The loading rate was proven to have a strong effect on the behaviour of the caisson as observed experimentally by Senders (2008). However the influence of the loading rate can be deduced from the influence of permeability. Indeed they both affect the ratio between the rate of PWP variation and PWP dissipation. A higher loading rate induces a more undrained behaviour, which is similar to a lower permeability.
Length of the caisson. The partially drained simulation of a longer suction caisson \((L = 6\, m)\) is provided in Fig. 17. For an identical displacement, the outer shear stress \(\Delta F_{\text{out}}\) and the PWP \(\Delta p_{\text{pw}}\) are increased with respect to the reference case. Assume the following linear increase of effective vertical stress \(\sigma'_v\) with depth \(y\)

\[
\sigma'_v = (\gamma - \gamma_w) y + \sigma'_{0}\vphantom{L}
\]  
\[
(13)
\]

where \(\gamma\) is the saturated specific weight of the soil, \(\gamma_w\) is the specific weight of water and \(\sigma'_{0}\) is the initial effective vertical load at the top of the soil (equal to zero in this case). Therefore, the maximum shear load available is obtained by integrating equation (13) over the length \(L\) of the caisson

\[
\Delta F_{\text{tot}} = -\pi D \int_0^L \mu K_0 \sigma'_v \, dy
\]

\[
= -\pi D \mu K_0 \left[ (\gamma - \gamma_w) \frac{L^2}{2} + \sigma'_{0} L \right]
\]

where \(K_0\) is the coefficient of earth pressure at rest. The non-linear dependence on \(L\) appears naturally. The analytical result in this case is equal to \(\Delta F_{\text{out}} = -2.33\, \text{MN}\). The numerically computed value is lower since the uplifting process decreases the effective vertical stress within the soil. The maximum outer friction also increases slightly after \(-3\, \text{mm}\). Indeed, effective normal stresses within the interface increase due to the negative variation of PWP in the surrounding soil.

The PWP mobilised is also lower than in the reference case for a given displacement due to the modification of the drainage path. This demonstrates the multiple influence of this parameter.

CYCLIC LOADING

The loading of offshore wind turbines is inherently cyclic since it is mainly due to waves and wind. Therefore, the study of the cyclic behaviour of suction caissons is necessary to ensure their serviceability after a storm event.

Loading

The cyclic load is applied in three phases. The first consists in applying monotonically a mean load \(p_{\text{tot,mean}} = 20\, \text{kPa}\), in a drained fashion. This load corresponds to the weight of the wind turbine and the constant component of the storm. The second phase is the application of a cyclic loading around the mean load. Finally a 300 s consolidation phase at constant initial mean load is simulated in order to allow dissipation of PWP and to compute a final settlement.

The cyclic loading of the caisson originates from the effects of wind and waves acting on the offshore superstructure. A typical output of the analysis of a tripod superstructure to environmental loading is presented in Fig. 19 (top figure). It is termed pseudo-random since it results from a numerical analysis by specialised software. It corresponds to a storm sample including an extreme event, namely, the biggest load encountered by the superstructure during the storm. Only the vertical load applied by a leg of the superstructure is considered.

Within the pseudo-random signal, high-amplitude cycles alternate with the low-amplitude ones and the effect of each type of cycle is difficult to isolate. A half-cycle analysis (Byrne & Houlsby, 2002) is carried out to transform the pseudo-random signal into a sinusoidal equivalent one. A half-cycle is defined as the part of a signal between two successive crossings of its mean value, as shown in Fig. 18. A half period \(\Delta T\) and a peak value \(\Delta p_{\text{tot}}\) are associated with each half-cycle. Therefore, an equivalent sinusoidal cycle of identical characteristics \((\Delta T, \Delta p_{\text{tot}})\) can be reconstituted.

In this study, four types \(A_i\) of periods and amplitudes are identified in the pseudo-random load signal. They are supplied in Table 2. For each category \(A_i\), \(N_i\) cycles are identified in the pseudo-random signal. These equivalent cycles are ordered into equivalent load signals, as depicted in Fig. 19. These signals mainly differ by the position of the extreme event, at the beginning, in the middle or at the end. A more detailed description of the method can be found in Cerfontaine (2014).

Results

Figure 20 presents a comparison between the first equivalent and the pseudo-random load signals. The variation of the total load, \(\Delta p_{\text{tot}}\), around its mean value, \(p_{\text{tot,mean}}\), is represented as well as the averaged PWP under the lid of the caisson, \(p_{\text{lid}}\). The full response signal is difficult to analyse due to the large number of cycles. Therefore, the envelope curve, that is the locus of local minima or maxima, is represented for both \(\Delta p_{\text{tot}}\) and \(p_{\text{lid}}\).

The tendency curve describes the long-term evolution of the PWP. If the process was totally reversible, the PWP
should be equal to zero each time the cyclic amplitude $\Delta p_{\text{tot}}$ is equal to zero. However, $\Delta p_w$ is not equal to zero, denoting a non-recoverable part. The locus of all these non-recoverable parts describes the tendency response in Fig. 20.

It can be observed that the variation of PWP inside the caisson, $\Delta p_w$, is almost identical to the variation of the total load applied, $\Delta p_{\text{tot}}$. This is a consequence of the partially drained behaviour highlighted for monotonic simulations. A large part of the loading is sustained by a PWP variation which is hardly dissipated before the load reverses. Therefore, the cyclic effective amplitude applied to the solid skeleton of the soil surrounding the caisson is much lower than the total cyclic amplitude applied on the caisson. Consequently, this partially drained behaviour induces less stiffness degradation and settlement than a drained behaviour.

Both response signals present a tendency to PWP accumulation. Such an observation is classical in undrained laboratory experiments on soil samples (Seed & Lee, 1966; Alarcon-Guzman et al., 1988) or in offshore engineering in general (Rahman et al., 1977; Taiebat & Carter, 2000; Cuéllar et al., 2014). This results from the plastic contractancy of the soil, implying excess PWP in partially drained conditions. In the upper graph of Fig. 20, it can be observed that a maximum accumulation arises after the extreme event. It is progressively dissipated afterwards during cycles of lower amplitudes.

The cyclic loading of suction caissons can be decomposed into two parallel consolidation processes. The first, referred to as short-term, consists of the immediate response of the soil to the variation of the applied load at the scale of a cycle. Variations of PWP are large since the load reverses before all PWP are dissipated. It is the origin of the ‘suction effect’. The displacement varies accordingly and is mainly recoverable.

On the contrary, the second consolidation process arises from the progressive dissipation of the accumulated PWP and is referred to as long-term. It results from the plastic contractancy of the soil and is responsible of the non-recoverable settlement. Accumulation of deformation during cyclic loading is also a classical result, since it is linked to the accumulation of PWP.

The trend of settlement accumulation is computed similarly to the trend of PWP. It is the locus of the settlements measured each time the total load applied is equal to its mean value. Only this trend is represented since the full response signal is illegible due to the large number of cycles. The evolution of this permanent settlement under the top centre of the caisson is represented in Fig. 21. The maximum transient settlement encountered during the storm event (the global maximum) is also represented since it could affect serviceability.

Results presented converge to a similar final settlement, justifying the pertinence of the half-cycle analysis method for the elaboration of a load signal. However, there is a small divergence between them since the stress paths of material points are not identical for all load signals.

One of the advantages of such a load signal is the clarification of the effect of each batch of cycles. The low-amplitude cycles lead to almost no plastic deformation. This is quite
clear in results corresponding to equivalent 3 load signal, but totally impossible to observe in the pseudo-random response. The second batch of cycles (A2) exhibits a clear tendency of settlement accumulation, which could be extrapolated to a larger number of cycles. The asymptotic non-linear evolution of the settlement is due to the progressive dissipation of the accumulated PWP, which is maximum during the extreme event. Therefore, the sooner this event occurs, the sooner this asymptotic evolution starts.

For each class of equivalent cycles, described in Table 2, the difference between the upper and the lower envelope curves of PWP is almost constant. The variation of PWP between its minimum and maximum values over a cycle is termed $\Delta p_{\text{w,p2p}}$ as shown in Fig. 20.

It is shown in Kelly et al. (2006b) that the ratio between $\Delta p_{\text{w,p2p}}$ and the total variation of the load applied during this cycle, $2\Delta p_{\text{tot}}$, is constant with increasing load amplitude. This is also observed in the present work and depicted in Fig. 22. This ratio increases with the loading rate in Kelly et al. (2006b). Similarly, in this work, the ratio increases with a decreasing permeability.

**Influence of main parameters**

The sensitivity of the results to permeability of the soil and soil-caisson friction coefficient is quite important to assess. Indeed, these parameters are not well mastered. Permeability of the soil is likely to be heterogeneous and difficult to quantify on site. The friction coefficient also depends on the installation process, the granulometry and the nature of the soil. The length of the caisson is one of the main parameters of the design. Therefore, the influence of these three parameters is investigated in the following. The reference simulation corresponds to the first equivalent (equivalent 1) load signal depicted in Figs 19–21.

Permeability. Permeability strongly influences the evolution of settlement with time. Fig. 23 illustrates two opposite effects of permeability. For permeability higher than the reference value ($k = 5 \times 10^{-12} \text{ m}^2$), the dissipation of PWP is faster. Therefore, the variations of effective stresses in the soil around are greater, inducing more settlement due to the rearrangement of solid grains. The highest permeability even leads to local failure of the soil, described hereafter. On the
contrary, the lowest permeability case involves a lower settlement during the cyclic loading phase. However, the final settlement after consolidation is greater. This can be attributed to the highest PWP being accumulated during the loading, decreasing the stiffness of the material and increasing plasticity effects.

The stress path of a material point under the centre of the lid is compared for four permeabilities in Fig. 24. In the reference case the stress path tends towards an increasing $p'$.

This evolution is correlated with small amplitude of effective stresses. The lowest permeability case first tends towards the decreasing $p'$, as PWPs are accumulated. It reverts to increasing $p'$ after consolidation.

On the contrary, the other results tend towards the origin of the axes and failure, termed ‘initial liquefaction’ in the literature (Seed & Lee, 1966). The very low confinement is illustrated in Fig. 25 in the case of the highest permeability case. The mean effective stress is strongly reduced, with respect to its initial value, under the lid and along the outer skirt, that is, in zones where the shear stress variations are high.

Friction phenomena play a crucial role in the resistance of suction caissons (Kourkoulis et al., 2014; Thieken et al., 2014) but also in the accumulation of settlement. Two cases are compared in Fig. 26, where the coefficient of friction is either equal to 0·0 or 0·5. In the first case, the soil plug is almost in oedometric conditions, as shown in Fig. 26(a). It settles while the outer surrounding soil remains almost unaffected.

In the other case, stress diffusion within the interface induces the settlement of a volume of soil in contact with the outer skirt of the caisson. This is marked in Fig. 26(b) by a gradient of vertical displacement next to the outer skirt of the caisson. This releases the load applied by the lid on the soil plug. Moreover the load is transferred through the interface to a soil at a higher confinement. This combined effect decreases the global settlement.

Caisson length. The influence of the caisson length on the cyclic loading of the caisson is presented in Fig. 27. The difference in settlement after the application of the initial monotonic load (time = 0 s) is not very high between $L = 4$ m and $L = 6$ m (~0·2 mm). However, at the end of the cyclic simulation, the increase of the settlement is three times greater for the smaller length.

For a lower length of the caisson, $L = 2$ m, the initial settlement of the caisson is much greater. Moreover, the accumulated settlement for the first cycles is very important.
and the simulation finally stops due to the local failure of a material point.

The length of the caisson increases the surface over which friction can be mobilised. It also diffuses shear stresses at a greater depth where confinement and resistance of the soil are greater. Moreover, the drainage path of the soil plug is increased. For all these reasons, the amplitudes of effective stresses transferred to the soil are lower, reducing the final settlement reached. An increase of 50% of the length induces a reduction of 66% of the accumulated settlement.

Young’s modulus of the elastic toe. The influence of the Young’s modulus of the elastic toe is illustrated in Fig. 28. It illustrates that the choice of this parameter should be done carefully. Indeed the skirt acts as a bearing for the lid. However, this bearing is not a fixed point but has a stiffness. This stiffness is altered by modifying the properties of the elastic toe. Therefore, the distribution between the different components of reaction also differs.

Decreasing the elastic modulus reduces the stiffness of the bearing. Therefore, the lid component $\Delta F_{\text{lid}}$ is increased as well as the shear stress components $\Delta F_{\text{in}}$ and $\Delta F_{\text{out}}$. These loads are transferred from the caisson to the soil in a zone where the confinement and resistance are lower than under the tip. In conclusion, the lower the Young’s modulus is, the larger is the settlement accumulated at the end of the load signal. However, it was determined during the choice of the Young’s modulus that it should lie between $10^6$ Pa and $10^7$ Pa. For this range, the final settlement reached does not vary significantly from the reference case.

Cyclic diagram

In this section a cyclic diagram is proposed for the reference suction caisson. It relates the increment of settlement accumulated after a given storm event, that is, the difference between the settlement at the end and at the beginning of the cyclic loading. The reference equivalent load signal is shifted to allow the simulation of signals with varying mean load, $p_{\text{tot,mean}}$. It is also scaled to obtain a different maximum cyclic amplitude, $\Delta p_{\text{tot}}$. These variables are described in Fig. 29. The number and periods of each cycle type remain unchanged. The final cyclic diagram represents the accumulation of settlement after the storm event and is based on 32 combinations of mean and cyclic loads ($p_{\text{tot,mean}}, \Delta p_{\text{tot}}$). It must be kept in mind that this example is limited to the parameters of the reference case presented before.
The main purpose of such a diagram is to assess the effect of a given storm event on the system of foundations. It is a tool of pre-design, avoiding the necessity of running complex simulations. Most of the time, such diagrams relate a combination of loading to the number of cycles to failure. The possibilities of improving the results are numerous, and among them, the implementation of a constitutive law describing the behaviour of the caisson. This has already been done in Senders (2008), but the definition of the different parameters is still an issue. Moreover, the modelling of settlement accumulation upon cyclic loading requires the elaboration of a more complex non-linear law for the springs.

CONCLUSIONS

Suction caissons represent an interesting competitive alternative to other types of foundations for offshore wind turbines. However, their behaviour upon traction and cyclic loading is not entirely mastered and simplified methods for design should still be elaborated. This paper presents the results of monotonic and cyclic loading of a suction caisson embedded in dense sand.

Upon traction, the main mechanism of reaction is the friction progressively mobilised along the skirt of the caisson. It is mobilised inside and outside the caisson in drained conditions (low pull rate). Upon high rate of loading, a consolidation process takes place, generating over- or underpressures, respectively, with compression or traction loads. The differential of pressure between inside and outside the caisson creates a suction effect, increasing the resistance of the caisson in both traction and compression. It is of greater importance in traction than in compression.

The suction phenomenon is the cornerstone of suction caisson behaviour and is affected by many of the parameters studied in this work (constitutive law, permeability of the soil, length of the caisson). The importance of friction and loss of contact justifies the use of interface elements. Therefore, drainage conditions mainly influence the design procedure, since all mechanisms are not activated in all cases. Moreover, the vertical displacements necessary to fully activate a mechanism also differ.

The cyclic loading of suction caissons is mainly partially drained. Therefore, the major part of the load variation is sustained by positive or negative variations of PWP within the soil inside the caisson and around it. The principal consequence is a low loading of the solid skeleton of the soil. All simulations present an accumulation of settlement during the cyclic loading of the caisson. However, this settlement is reduced with respect to a purely drained behaviour. The influence of the main parameters is also assessed, highlighting the crucial role of friction and drainage conditions.

An example of a cyclic diagram for pre-design of suction caisson foundations is elaborated. It relates the average and cyclic components of the loading to a final settlement for a given storm event. It could assist the quick pre-design of such foundation systems.

Numerical modelling of suction caissons under cyclic loading is a challenging task but entails interesting perspectives. The possibilities of improving the results are numerous and, among them, the implementation of a constitutive law describing the evolution of the friction angle of the soil–caisson interface should be interesting (Liu & Ling, 2008).

The accurate description of the mechanisms of resistance could lead naturally to a spring–dashpot macro-element, describing the behaviour of the caisson. This has already been done in Senders (2008), but the definition of the different parameters is still an issue. Moreover, the modelling of settlement accumulation upon cyclic loading requires the elaboration of a more complex non-linear law for the springs.

NOTATION

\[ D \] diameter of caisson (m)
\[ E \] Young’s modulus
\[ \delta_N \] gap opening between two sides of an interface element (m)
\[ f_{w1} \] longitudinal water flow
\[ f_{w2} \] transverse water flow
\[ K_e \] coefficient of earth pressure at rest
\[ K_p \] penalty coefficient (normal) (N/m³)
\[ K_t \] penalty coefficient (tangential) (N/m³)
\[ k \] permeability (m²)
\[ k_s \] longitudinal permeability
\[ L \] length of caisson (m)
\[ M' \] aperture of the surface
\[ p' \] mean effective stress (Pa)
\[ p_c \] cohesion shift on hydrostatic axis (Pa)
\[ p_e \] effective contact stress (Pa)
\[ p_{tot} \] total pressure applied on top surface of caisson (Pa)
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